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� SBN

� NATIONAL CENTRAL LIBRARY- ROME 

� NATIONAL LIBRARY- NAPLE

� MARCIANA LIBRARY- VENICE

� STATAL LIBRARY OF MONTEVERGINE’S 
ABBEY

� CITY LIBRARY "Renato Fucini" – Empoli (FI)

� COAT OF ARMS DATABASES

� Florence, State Archive
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SBN The National Library Service (Servizio Bibliotecario Nazionale - SBN) is the

network of Italian libraries promoted by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities
and Tourism, with the cooperation of regional administrations and universities.
The libraries taking part in SBN are grouped together into local HUBS (POLI) including
a variable number of libraries which manage all their services through automated
procedures. The hubs are linked to the SBN Index (INDICE SBN) system, core of the
network; this system, managed by ICCU-Central Institute for the Union Catalogue of
Italian Libraries and Bibliographic Information- manages the collective catalogue of the
publications acquired by the SBN libraries.

Through SBN procedures, libraries can work independently while being integrated in a
cooperative system based on a national network. The main feature that makes this
integration possible is shared cataloguing. Indeed, within the SBN system any given
document is catalogued only by the first network library that acquires it. All the other
libraries that have to catalogue the same document, can capture its bibliographic
description, already existing in the Index, and add their own location.
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SBN Owners Archive
The union catalogue of the Servizio bibliotecario nazionale (SBN) includes the database for early printed material,
which lists records for editions from the early days of printing up to 1830. This DB records, for each Hub of the
network, the names of former owners and last owners or provenances. Each name is linked to one or more
inventory numbers, which identify each copy.
� • The editing of the database is restricted to the libraries belonging to the Hub and thus includes only

their material.
� • It is not opened to external contributors.
� • The catalogued owners’ and provenance information cannot be queried through the OPAC of the SBN

Union Catalogue. They are only accessible through the OPAC of the libraries of each individual Hub.
� • Operating system: SBN WEB

� There is no image link 
� Shortcomings: the research is limited to single libraries OPAC; not all these OPAC enable the 

user to search for the owner-related information (i.e. Naple National Library); 
� Desiderata: Single archive for all libraries SBN and link to Data Base of images
� No forecast of Funding for this function
� Endurance linked to SBN survival.
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In 2013 ICCU made a cognitive survey regarding the processing of 
owners and provenance in the OPAC of the libraries, to understand if 
the creation of a unifying system of interrogation of the OPACS could 

be possible.

The most part of the cataloguing applications gives the conversion in 
Unimarc format, BUT they do not use the same TAGS for registering
the information.  In some applications the owners data are linked to 

the inventory number, but do not appear in the UNIMARC record

From the analysis the possibility of a unifying system of 
interrogation of the OPACS 
does not appear to exist.
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Structure

• PID Identification number

• Liv. Cataloguing level

• Forma Name form (A accepted/ R 

cross-reference)

• T. Nome Name type

• Nome Name

• Nota Note (Bibliographic 

reference, biographic notices 

etc.)
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4º Incontro GUMARC 21

No images, so we use cross references
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The card of each Device includes the
picture, the description, the Motto, the
keywords, a field for notes.

DB of printers’/publishers’ devices. 
SBN
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4º Incontro GUMARC 21

Bibliografia:

Description

Key words

Charge image
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The card of each Device includes the
picture, the description, the keywords as
well as the name of the printer, the
publisher and the bookseller the device is
related to. We also find the place and the
final date of utilization derived from the
examined editions and then the
dimensions of the mold, the
bibliographical reference.
The ICONCLASS code, which is included
in the database, allows to consult the
Database without linguistic barriers.



Mar.T.E.
This Database is increased by the Library and, thanks to the function Cataloguing, it is 

opened to external contributors. 
The BNCR checks the proposals before inserting them in the DB.



Mar.T.E. is opened  to external contributors, the images can be 
searched separately from the record they belong to. 

To take part in Cataloguing in MAR.T.E. you have to be registered. 
The BNCR checks the proposals before inserting them in the DB 
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Furthermore, with the function Modify, it's also possible to suggest some corrections 
and integrations to Cards that are already in the database as well as new 
bibliographical information concerning Devices, printers, publishers or booksellers.



Legenda



What does the DB include?
The printers' and publishers' Devices of the 17th 

century Italian editions.

Does it grow? How? Is it open to host other 
material?

Yes, it grows at the same time of cataloguing 

and it is not open to host other material, but it 

could be adapted

Are records  created internally or open to 
external contributors?

Records are created internally and at the same 

time is opened to external contributors. The 

BNCR checks the proposals before to add them 

in the DB. 

Operating system Fedora 14

Links to images? 
Where are the images stored? 

What kind of metadata is prepared for 
them?
Can the images be searched separately 
from the record they belong to?

Yes

The images are stored in the File System of the 

server of BNCR (3 GB)

None

Yes

Funding situation? No funds

Long or short life? Long life
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PDF; it is not open to external contributors; it can be increased only by the National Central 

Library of Rome (Vittorio Emanuele II Library)
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Collection of images of stamps from the books of the suppressed religious houses now

in the National Central Library of Rome
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Collection of images by Provenance
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What does the DB include? It includes 250 images of possession marks and 

around 320 records

Does it grow? How? Is it open to host other 

material?

It is constantly increased with material 

belonging to the National Library of Naples.

Are records  created internally or open to 

external contributors?

The records are created only by the National 

Library of Naples. We are studying the 

possibility to share the image database with 

the libraries in the NAP SBN Node.

Operating system The database was created with CMS (Content 

Management System) Museo & Web, which 

supports the library website (the CMS was 

produced by the Gruppo Meta as part of the  

Minerva project Europe and by the  initiative of  

the MiBACT- Ministero per i Beni, le Attività

Culturali e il Turismo, it was developed with 

PHP 5 and MySql)

Presentation of structure/fields in spreadsheet 

or similar tabular format:

fields

• Possessor

• Accepted name form

• Name type

• PID (SBN identification number)

• Location (of the volume containing the image)

• Description (Biographic description, bibliography, 

transcription of accompanying texts, cross-

references)

Links to images? Where are the images stored? 

What kind of metadata is prepared for them?

The image files are stored on the BNN server. 

There are no metadata, except the links to the 

database records.

Shortcomings? The database is integrated in the BNN website 

CMS. We are studying the possibility to export 

it to other platforms (such as for example the 

CERL  Thesaurus )

Desiderata The possibility to export the database and  link 

each image to the possessor's description in 

the library OPAC

Funding situation? Library resources

Long or short life? Long

BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE DI 

NAPOLI :

Owners’ evidence image archive in 

the library website
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Each image is linked to a record
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Key words can be used to search each field of 

the database and can be retrieved by any 

search engine indipendent of our site.
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… to the stamps of the Jesuits and of other Neapolitan monasteries
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… to the bindings of the various dynasties of the Reign of Naples
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There are also many stamps and ex libris of private collectors offering an interesting 
insight of the private library collecting during the 19th-20th centuries (1-3) 
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What does the DB include?

Illustrated database of former ownership marks 

(ex-libris, stamps, manuscript annotations, 

bindings, etc.) from the rare books collection of 

the Library, complementary to the catalogs, 

created in order to identify visually the marks of 

provenance in the printed books and 

manuscripts

Does it grow? How? Is it open to 
host other material?

Yes, it grows at the same time of cataloguing

Are records  created internally or 
open to external contributors?

Records are created internally (the database is 

open to other libraries), but we accept external 

contributors (es.: 

http://marciana.venezia.sbn.it/immagini-

possessori/284-non-identificati)

Operating system My SQL

Presentation of structure/fields in 
spreadsheet or similar tabular 
format:
fields

Presentation in tabular format

Links to images? Where are the 
images stored? What kind of 
metadata is prepared for them?

The images, which name is the shelfmark, are 

stored in the database, with a caption. The 

images can't be searched separately.

Shortcomings? The new release in next weeks is solving some 

problems

Funding situation? Usual funds of the library

Long or short life? Long life
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The structure
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What does the DB include? The DB includes bindings, ex-libris, manuscript 

annotations, stamps, etc. from the rare books collection 

of the Montevergine Public Library, mainly of the 16th 

century

Does it grow? How? Is it open to host other 
material?

-Yes, it is being updated continuously 

-By the cataloging old books of the Library, whenever 

there are new owners, they immediately become part of 

the DB

-It is open to host text files, digital files and images

Are records  created internally or open to external 
contributors?

Internally, not open to external contributors

Operating system DB resides on the website of the Montevergine Public 

Library, built with “Museo&Web” CMS open source  

Links to images? 
Where are the images stored? 
What kind of metadata is prepared for them?

Can the images be searched separately from the record 

they belong to?

Yes

On the web site

At the time there are no metadata

Not yet

Shortcomings? Poor quality of the images

Desiderata

Funding situation? No funding

Long or short life? Long life (at least ten years from now)

BIBLIOTECA STATALE 

DI MONTEVERGINE 

(Avellino) 38
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City Library "Renato Fucini" -
Empolihttp://www.comune.empoli.fi.it/biblioteca/catalogo/indici/indicee

x.htm
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Coat of arms Databases

Florence, Archivio di Stato

http://www.archiviodistato.firenze.it/ceramellipapiani2/index.php?page=Home

From the Ceramelli Papiani collection.

Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense

http://archivi.casanatense.it/SearchDoc.htm?Level=3

http://opac.casanatense.it/Consistenza.htm

The library's coat of arms database contains some 1,000 arms of owners and dedicatees found in 

manuscripts and incunabula in the Casanatense library. The database is particularly helpful for 

the identification of anonymous arms, thanks to the 'esperta' search option, by 'figure', 'smalti', 

and 'partizioni'.

Turin and Piedmont

http://www.blasonariosubalpino.it/

6,247 aristocratic families or notables from Piemonte, Val d'Aosta and Nizzardo.

Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana

http://www.araldicavaticana.com/

Arms of Popes, Cardinals, and Religious Orders
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DESIDERATA

� to have one single archive or at least a unifying querying
system - with the owners and provenance headings linked
to the images of the corresponding stamps, ex libris, hand
written notes, and older shelf marks.

� to have a DB of images, where the images can also be
searched separately from the record they belong to, open to
external contributors. A very strong spirit of cooperation is
necessary to build an exhaustive and complete database.
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College of S. Bonaventura at 
the Convent of the Holy 

Apostles
(District of Trevi)
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